Now consider a triplet of real manifolds N a M c= X. In order to analyze the sheaf v M (F) along the submanifold N x M T M X of T M X, a natural idea is to introduce the second specialization v (NXMTMX) (v M 
(F)).
Taking the Fourier transform of this object, we get the theory of the second microlocalization introduced by M. Kashiwara [4] in 1972 and developed by many authors, in particular by Kashiwara-Kawai [7] and Laurent [15] . However, the sheaf one obtains by this method is very "big" and the direct image of this sheaf on the bundle N x M T$X is not the restriction to N x M T$ X of the sheaf ju M (F). This leads to many difficulties.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to the second specialization by considering the inverse image M of M in X N , the normal deformation of X along N and defining the binormal deformation of X along (M, N) as the deformation of X N along M. Then, by paraphrasing the construction of the functor V M ( •), we construct the functor V NM ( •) which associates to a sheaf F on X a sheaf on T N M x M T M X. By taking the Fourier transform of this sheaf, we obtain the sheaf v^N M 
(F) on T N M x M T$X and the sheaf p NM (F) on T$M x M T$X.
We study the functorial properties of these new sheaves and we show that they enjoy the desired properties. In particular the direct image of ^N M (F) on N x M T$X coincides with the restriction of fi M (F) to this set.
It would then be possible to develop a whole theory of the functor /%M( ' )> m the lines of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [19] or Kashiwara-Schapira [11] , but this will not be done here. Let us only mention that the author ( [24] and [25] ) has applied this theory to the study of boundary value problems in higher codimension.
Finally, notice that the idea of second normal deformation already appeared in Sabbah [18] (this idea has been developed by Bost [1] to obtain a proof of Atiyah-Singer theorem) and a construction of a sheaf of second microfunctions, following the lines of [19] , based on a geometrical idea very closed to ours, had been proposed by Kataoka-Tose in [13] . We thank N. Tose to have drawn our attention on this (unpublished) paper. Another construction (based on integral formulas) of the same sheaf of second microfunctions was performed later in [14] . Also notice that Sjostrand [23] introduced a different language and with different methods, various spaces of second microfunctions. On the other hand, "simultaneous specialization" is a slightly different geometrical construction introduced by Delort [2] .
The main results of this paper were announced in [22] . The idea of bispecialization is essentially due to P. Schapira. The author and he tried to realize his idea to construct a framework of higher codimensional boundary value problems treated in [24] and [25] . In this process, the relation with the theory of second microlocal analysis was found and developed by the author. The present article gives complete proofs of this theory including the developments after the introduction of bispecialization. The author would like to express his profound gratitude to Prof. Schapira for giving him many valuable suggestions and technical aids throughout this work. This theory were not realized without his constant encouragements. He is also very grateful to-Prof. Honda and Mr. Watanabe for careful reading of some parts of this manuscript. § 2. Geometry
Preliminary results on normal bundles
Let X => M i3 N be a sequence of C°° -manifolds. Let us denote it by (X, M, N) and call it a triplet of manifolds. We sometimes identify M with the zero-section of the normal bundle T M X, and N is considered as a submanifold of T M X. We recall some elementary geometrical results on normal bundles.
Proposition 2.1. Let (X, M, N) be a triplet of manifolds. There are canonical isomorphisms of normal bundles'.
•r ( 
2.1) T N Mx M T M X where N is considered as a submanifold of the zero section M of T M X and T N M is imbedded into T N X by the tangent map associated to the inclusion (M,N)^(X,N).
Proof. We will construct the canonical morphisms A, B and C. Then, using local coordinate systems, it will be obvious that these morphisms are isomorphisms. For this purpose, the simple lemma below is crucial.
Lemma 2.2. Let i:£->Z, (x; £)i->x be a vector bundle over a C™ -manifold Z.
(i) Let [ x, £; x* --h £* -) be a linear coordinate system on TE. Then 
(i) First consider the exact sequence:
This sequence splits since the projection E -> Z gives the morphism TE -> £ x z TZ, hence the morphism : Z x E TE -> TZ. Therefore we get the injection :
(ii) Applying (i) to the vector bundle E 1 x z E 2 -»E 1? we get the injective morphism :
Next consider the tangent map: T(£ t x z E 2 )-+ TE 1 associated to the addition map E x x z E 2 -^E l . The composition of these two morphisms is the desired one:
Applying Lemma 2.2 (i) to T : T M X -> M, we have an injective morphism of vector bundles over M:
Restricting it to AT, we get a chain of morphisms on N :
The composition of the above morphisms gives a morphism :
On the other hand, we have a tangent map associated to the zero section embedding (M, N)^(T M X, N), that is:
By adding the morphisms (2.6) and (2.7), we get the morphism B:
To construct the morphism A, first notice the commutative diagram:
where all columns and the first and the second rows are exact. Hence, by virtue of the nine Lemma, the third row is also exact. That is, we have a canonical isomorphism of vector bundles over N:
in which the left hand side is a quotient bundle over N. If we apply Lemma 2.2 (ii) to T t : T N M -» N and T 2 : T N X-->N, we get:
Since <j> tl is a morphism of vector bundles over T N X, it can be restricted to T N M c TjyX, and we denote it by 0 T2 | T]V M-Now we have a commutative diagram :
where the morphism D is induced by the injection T N M -> T N X, and the morphism E is the tangent map associated to the inclusion T N M ^ T N X. The commutativity is easily checked by fixing a local coordinate system. Therefore, we can construct a morphism between the quotient bundle of the morphism D and that of E :
(2.14)
The left hand side is isomorphic to T N M x M T M Jf by (2.10), and we have thus constructed the morphism A. The morphism C is the tangent map induced by the projection:
that is,
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
•
Binomial deformation
Let (X, M, N) be a triplet of manifolds. First, recall the construction of the normal deformation of X along N in [11] . We shall denote it by X N and let t l e IR be the deformation parameter. Then we have the commutative diagram below:
Set Q N := {(x, t^eXj^i t 1 ^ 0} and consider: the closure of (p^l^^M m ^jv-Then M is an intrinsically defined smooth submanifold of X N . If we choose a local coordinate system x = (x' 9 x", x'") of X such that (2.18) then M = {x' = 0} in X N . Now we shall define the binormal deformation X NM of X along (M, N) as the normal deformation of X N along M.
Definition 23. One sets:
Define the morphism p: X NM -> X as the composition of the natural morphisms
Using the local coordinate system in (2.18), this morphism p is described as follows:
where t 2 denotes the deformation parameter of X NM -> X N . Since Mn {^ = 0} T N M c: T N X in X N , we have an isomorphism:
By virtue of Proposition 2.1, we can identify it with T N M x M T M X, and there exists a commutative diagram below:
(ii) We have another construction of X NM starting from the normal deformation p M : X M -* X with the deformation parameter t 2 . Setting : the binormal deformation X NM of X along (M, N) can be defined by:
Of course, it is also possible to construct X NM directly by gluing local charts as in [11].
Binormal cones
There is a (R + ) 2 -action (2.25)
on X NM which is described in the local coordinate system (x', x", x'", t l9 t 2 ) associated to the one in (2.18) of X by:
It is easily checked that this definition is intrinsic.
Definition 2.5. Let S be a subset of X. We define the binormal cone to S along (M, N) by:
This is a closed subset of T^M x M T M X.
In this section, we will investigate the properties of C NM (S). The problems are always local, and we shall restrict ourselves to the following situation: 
Proof. (a) The case when {c n } is not bounded. Taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume c n -»+oo. Then, the sequence in p~l(S):
(C d X' C X" X'") 1 i \C n a n X n , L n X n , XH), , If we define the sequences {£"} and {6 n } by:
then we have:
-, -, xi" V e n , ^ j >((0, 0, xj'), 0, 0)eC WM (S).
(c) The case when {cj is bounded and {c n rf n } is not bounded. Taking a subsequence, it may be assumed:
because xj,'-»0. If we set £":=-, we have: and it converges to the point:
Therefore this completes the proof of Proposition 2.6.
There is another interpretation of C NM (S). We assume: for every n e N there exists:
x. = (x' n , xi x;)esn{i/ n n(r n ' x r; x x^)nA). Moreover we have d n -+ +00 by (2.37). This contradicts the assumption that
(ii) Assume as in the proof of (i): for every rce^i, there exists:
r , x r x x^)nA.
First of all, since the "direction" of x^' tends to I/Q, there exists a sequence c n > 0, such that :
In particular, the sequence {c n x'£} is bounded, and 1 c \c n x' n \ < ~ |cX'l < -for some c> 0.
n n Now set d n := ^/n > 0. Then:
This is a contradiction.
(iii) Assume: for every neN, there exists:
Then, extracting a subsequence, we may assume:
|x^|<-, for every neN n
Since the "direction" of x' n tends to v' Q , by setting we have:
Now set c n = 1 for every neN, then we have a convergence:
(iv) Assume: there exists a sequence x n e S, such that x n -+ 0. Extracting a subsequence, we may assume that:
n
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.7.
• In terms of the normal cones C N (S) and C M (S) of [11], we get:
The following two propositions are essential tools for the study in the next section. 
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Proposition 4. 
where
Proof. Set Q:=Qn{x' ^ 0, x" / 0} and S: Next take an arbitrary compact star-shaped subset K (n+)2 in (R + ) 2 centered at (1, 1), such that:
and consider the continuous map:
is compact by definition, and it satisfies:
Since PFis an open neighborhood of Fin X^, there exists Sj > 0 such that: The star-shapedness of K (R+) 2 allows us to joint the points (1, 1) and |x'| \ |x"|, --I in K (u+}2 by a line segment, and we have:
for 0 < £ 15 t 2 < e 2 . Since we may assume there exists c > 0 such that: |x"| < c and < c for every xeD x 5 |x"| P we have by setting S:
Thus the proof of Claim 2 is also complete. Now we will finish the proof of the proposition. By Claim 2, we find an open neighborhood U xo of (x 0 , 0, 0) in X NM for every x 0 eK such that:
U xo a W and t/, o nflc: W.
Set:
Then it is an open neighborhood of V in X NM and satisfies the condition: 
and says that v NM (F) is the bispecialization of F along (M, N).
As we see in the next proposition, the functor V NM is a generalization of the usual one V M .
Proposition 3.2. Let M = N and identify T M M x M T M X with T M X. Then for every
FeD b (JQ, we have a canonical isomorphism:
Proof. First consider the natural morphism q: X MM -> X M given by (t l5 t 2 )t-*t l t 2 and the commutative diagram: ) be triplets of manifolds, and / be a morphism from X' to X such that
For the sake of simplicity, we shall often write:
If we take a local coordinate system (x
then we can define a morphism /' from X' N . M . to X NM as follows :
Restricting it to {t i = t 2 = 0} = T N ,M' x T M ,X\ we get a morphism Tf:
commutative diagram below:
in which all squares are Cartesian. By paraphrasing the arguments of [11], one obtains functorial properties of the functor V NM . (3 u) such that the following diagram commutes: 
Then we have a canonical morphism:
As. a particular case, consider the morphism / = id x : (X, M, N) -> (X, M, M) and the commutative diagram: 
Proof. First let us show that a is an isomorphism, i. 
£>0
where U E := {x'; \x f -x' 0 \ < 8} x {|x"| < e} x {|x"'| < s} x {0 < t l < e, 0 < t 2 < s} and we have used the fact that / is a diffeomorphism between Q and Q! in the second equality. Since / is explicitly described by :
(x , x , x , t l5 t 2 ) ' * v* 5 tb y using a local coordinate system,
\x'"\ < s, 0 < ti < e, 0 < t 2 < e} <= ^'. Now set |x'"| < e, 0 < t 1 < e, 0 < t 2 < s} c O'.
Then ^=>/(f/ £ ). On the other hand, we have:
for every jeZ, because f'(p 0 ) = (XQ, 0, 0, 0, 0) in X MM . Thus it remains to show the isomorphism :
for every E > 0. For where W:= {\x'\ < s} x {x"; |x" -x"\ < e} x {|x'"| x {0 < t 1 < e, 0 < t 2 < e} c Q a X NM .
Now we have:
because p^\ Q ~^Q N is explicitly described by: On the other hand,
E>0
because PM(^O) = (0» x o» 0> 0) i n ^N-This completes the proof. 
and there is a commutative diagram:
The morphism C is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.7, and it follows from Corollary 3.7.3 of [11] that:
for every jeZ. Thus, by virtue of (3.27) and the commutativity of the diagram (3.30), we get:
for every j e Z. 
If we use (3.19):
Corollary 2.38 and Proposition 2.9 (ii), the proof proceeds similarly to that of Case 2. where the first arrow is obtained by (3.18) and the second isomorphism is a consequence of:
Now, we consider T N M and N x M T M X as zero-sections of T N M x M T M X . We want to know the structure of Rr (TNM) (v NM (F)) and Rr (NXMTMX} (v NM (F)).

Consider the diagram (3.17). Then we have canonical morphisms: v NM (RF M (F))
(3.35) supp v NM (Rr M (F)) c T N M.
Theorem 3.9. Let FeD b (X). Then the restriction of the morphism (3.34) to T N M<= T N M x M T M X:
Proof. Notice : 
Now recall p$ ' X NM -> X N is described by and PM\U E = PM\U E '-U E -^PM(U E )
is a smooth morphism with contractible fibers. Thus by Proposition 3.3.9 of [11], we have:
Rr(pv(U E ); p^F) -^ Rr(p^(U E );
On the other hand, 
£>0
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.9.
Let:
be the zero-section embedding and
be the canonical projection. Then:
Theorem 3.10. There exists a canonical isomorphism for FeD b (JQ:
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:
This is a particular case of the diagram (3.9) for the morphism 
(F) ->rv NM (F).
To verify that it is in fact an isomorphism, it is enough to show the following lemma. Applying Proposition 2.9 (ii), we can construct a natural morphism:
RF(U;F) -> RF(U; Rp^p-^F)
Rr(V; v NM (F))
and similarly we have:
Notice that
and there exists a natural morphism:
w(V • F) -^ Rr iy^( V; F).
Now we have a morphism of distinguished triangles:
Rr (U^( U;F) -> Rr(U;F) -> Rr(U;F)
(3-60) | | I
; v NM (F)) -> RF(V, v NM (F)) -^ Rr(V; v NM (F))
If we shrink U, U, V and V by replacing U' and e > 0, we obtain:
by Theorem 3.8 (ii) and Proposition 2.7. Applying the five lemma to (3.60), we have:
Hence the proof is complete.
The method of the proof of the above Lemma allows us to obtain the following result: Proposition 3.12. Assume (3.21) and (3.22) , and set: Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 3.11, and we shall omit it.
m Denote by T M and H N the projection:
and let us summarize the results of Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.7, Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10. 
4) » NM (F):= ^2(vi* NM (F))eB b (T*M x T*X).
We leave the construction of the functor ftv NM (F) to the reader.
Theorem 4.2. Let FeD b (X). Then: ( i ) ^M(F) is a biconic object of D b (T jV M x T£X).
(ii) In the situation of (3.21) and (3. where the inductive limit is taken over the family of subsets Z and U of X such that: Z = y f x X" x ,> x J^'», y' is a closed cone of X' x , 9 such that
U" is an open cone of X x ,, such that v'( m) We have canonical isomorphisms'.
(ii) This is nothing but Proposition 3.12.
(iii) Using Proposition 3.7.13 and Proposition 3.7.14 of [11], these formulas are immediate consequences of Theorem 3.13.
• 
£>0 E E
Now again, set for every s > 0: and it is a direct calculation that the right hand side of (4.26) coincides with the right hand side of (4.11). This completes the proof of the theorem. induced by / is decomposed in the following way :
If we consider these morphisms w.r.t. the second vector bundle structure, /! is a morphism of vector bundles over T N >M' and / 2 and / 3 are base changes of vector bundles. Taking the dual of the above sequence of morphisms, we have:
Next let us consider them w.r.t. the first vector bundle structure. Then '/! and / 37E are base changes of vector bundles and f 2n is a morphism of vector bundles over N' x Tj|X. Taking the dual again, we have:
The following propositions are very similar to the corresponding results in [11] , and the proofs proceed completely similarly. Hence we shall omit them. 
Now let us consider the natural morphisms given by the addition of covectors:
Then we have:
There are canonical morphisms of "product" :
Various generalizations of the functor
Using the diagonal embedding, the functor of Sato's microlocalization allows one to define the bifunctor n&&4n(-,') ([11]). Here we shall proceed similarly, using the functor of second microlocalization, in various geometrical situations. The results in this section were obtained during some discussions with P. Schapira. In particular, the idea to work in the relative setting is due to him.
First, consider a smooth morphism of manifolds /: X -» S. We identify Xx s T*S to an involutive submanifold of T*X that we denote by V:
and one defines as usual the relative cotangent bundle T*(X/S) by the exact sequence of vector bundles :
Set L:= X x s X and consider the triplet of manifolds:
The first projection from T*(X x X) to T*X defines the isomorphisms:
Moreover, the natural morphism T* X (X x X)-> T* X (X x s X) being zero on X x s T*S, it defines the morphism:
and one checks immediately that this is an isomorphism. Summarizing, we have got a natural isomorphism:
The canonical projection T*X -» X and the Hamiltonian isomorphism define a sequence of morphisms :
The composition of these morphisms sends Fx X (X x s T*S) to the zero-section of T V (T*X) and we obtain a morphism:
Fx x T*(*/S) ->T V (T*X)
and one immediately checks, using local coordinates, that this morphism is an isomorphism. Denote as usual by q l and q 2 the first and second projections from X x X to X. Definition 4.8. Let F and G belong to D b (X). We set:
When restricting to V, we find:
, F)\y ~ jJL&04n(G, F)\y and when restricting to T*(X/S), we find a sheaf which coincides with the "relative /^^^-sheaf" of Ishimura [3] . It is possible to extend the previous construction to the case where / is no more smooth by decomposing / by the graph embedding, / = p o 5, with s: X ^ X x S, p: X x S-*S, and setting :
Of course, one should prove that if / is smooth, one recovers the previous definition. This is left to the reader. (Notice that a similar trick already appears in [21] .) 
(X).
We set:
Hence, fj,£#m f (G 9 F) is a biconic object on T N X x x T* J^ ~ T V (T*X). When restricting to V 9 we find:
and when restricting to T N X 9 we find [24] and [25] that the complex $ NM coincides with the inductive limit of the complex ^n\ x due to [20] in the following sense. Now by virtue of Theorem 4.2 (iii), we can construct an infinitesimal version of the boundary value morphism. In fact consider the morphism:
where T: T N M x M T$X-+N Xj^T^X denotes the canonical projection and %v| X is the sheaf introduced in [19] . On account of the above theorem, we have constructed a morphism:
on N x M TM^T. Furthermore, let ^ be a coherent ^-module for which N is non-characteristic. Then [24] [25] shows the injectivity of the microlocal boundary value morphism:
Remark 5.3. It gives the uniqueness of microlocal boundary value problems and generalizes the result of Schapira [20] to higher codimensions. It can also be considered as a microlocal extension of Oaku's theorem in [16] . However we have not yet shown the injectivity by using the framework developed in this paper. 
considered in Kashiwara-Kawai [6] by setting n N : f$M-+N, and we believe that the sheaf %> NM is a useful object when studying higher codimensional boundary value problems.
Second microfunctions associated to a foliation
Let M be a real analytic manifold of dimension n and X be its complexification as in the previous section. We assume the manifold M is endowed with an analytic foliation by leaves of and call it the sheaf of second microfunctions along L. Hence we have functorially constructed a sheaf which decomposes the singularities of the microfunctions on A. Notice that the sheaf of second microfunctions of Kashiwara [8] , that is fJL A (fJ, L (O x ))L n '] * s different from ours. Also notice that the same sheaf as %> ML was already obtained by Kataoka-Tose [13] making use of their second comonoidal transformation. Refer also to the paper of Kataoka-Tose-Okada [14] . However these authors did not construct it including the zero sections and their formulation was not functorial. In particular, It does not allow them to make use of algebraic machinery of ^-modules. An attempt to extend our construction to the third microlocalization was recently made by Watanabe [26] . Definition 5.6. We denote by sp L the natural morphisms: 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.5. [17] for compactly supported hyperfunctions in a non functorial way. They defined them by means of the FBI transformation of [23] . Our construction ensures that these operations are coordinate invariant and well-defined for microfunctions.
Finally let us consider the "product" of second microfunctions. Let (X, L, M) be the triplet as before and take a coordinate system (x, ^J -Irj'dx', y^IV'dx") of T£Lx L T£X in which (x, ^^Irj'dx') belongs to T£L. In this case, the morphism 9 in (4.38) is the morphism: which is described by In general, we cannot make a product of two hyperfunctions w 1 and u 2 . In order to give a criterion which assures the possibility of the product operation, we prepare the next lemma.
which is conic with respect to the four conic structures. Then the following two conditions are equivalent each other.
(i) 9 is a proper mapping over S.
(ii) 9 satisfies:
Proof. It follows from the condition (ii) that:
Hence 9 is proper over S, because 9 is a linear mapping w.r.t. the fibers. Next assume the condition (i) and for example take a point: • Now we can give a new condition which ensures the existence of the product of two hyperfunctions. Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.7 and Lemma 5.9.
Second microdifferential operators
In this section, we shall explain some ideas in order to develop the theory of second microdifferential operators which act on our microfunctions. Notice that the class of operators of Laurent [15] seems to be too wide to operate on the sheaf ^M L . First, let (X, Y, Z) be a triplet of complex manifolds and assume Z is of complex codimension d in X. Then we will show the result below in a forthcoming paper. It is possible to write down the various functorial properties of second holomorphic microfunctions as in [19] , but we shall not develop it here. Let X = X' x X" be a product of two complex manifolds. We denote by A x = A x . x A x> , the diagonal set of X x X and set L: = X' x X' x A x ,, in X x X. Let us apply our functor to the triplet (X x X, L, A x ) of complex manifolds.
Definition 5.12. We define the sheaf S\ L of second microdifferential operators on (5.24) T* X L x t Tg(X x X) ^ T*X' x T*X" by <y$ L := ^x£(0£x"i)M, where n = dime* and 0^ denotes the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms of maximal degree w.r.t. the second factor.
We can easily verify that the sheaf S\ L is endowed with a ring structure by the results of Kashiwara-Schapira [9] . Moreover the restriction of the sheaf S\ L to the zero section due to the above lemma, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
• Theorem 5.13 asserts that our second microdifferential operators are transformed to second microlocal operators, i.e. elements of r E^(MxM)(LxL) ®^M^M-The action of second microlocal operators on the sheaf ^M L can be easily obtained by making use of Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.10 along the same lines as in Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [19] , and we shall omit precise arguments here.
